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2012 was a year of successes for MMPA. The Agency continued to
deliver on its mission of providing reliable, competitively-priced energy
to its members and to create value for the Agency and its members.
An important affirmation of this success was the decision of Elk River Municipal Utilities
(ERMU) to request membership in MMPA in May 2013 following their multi-year search for
a new power supplier. The Agency approved Elk River’s request and ERMU will begin
purchasing power and energy from MMPA in 2018.
A significant factor in Elk River’s decision was MMPA’s rates, which were again below other
comparable utilities in Minnesota. MMPA’s unrestricted cash balance and rate stabilization
fund both increased by more than $10 million in 2012, further improving the Agency’s strong
financial position.
Walter T. Wysopal

In May 2012, Oak Glen Wind Farm, LLC, a subsidiary of MMPA, received a $25.4 million

Chairman, MMPA
Board of Directors

stimulus grant for the Oak Glen Wind Farm project. This grant significantly reduced the
Agency’s cost of meeting the state of Minnesota’s Renewable Energy Standard, which became
effective in 2012.
MMPA also won the Department of Energy’s 2012 Public Power Wind Award for Joint Action
Agencies. The Agency was selected over 13 other nominees for this award which recognizes
MMPA’s wind program of Oak Glen Wind Farm and Hometown WindPower for its leadership, innovation, creativity, and benefits to members.

Derick O. Dahlen
Executive Manager,
MMPA
President and CEO,
Avant Energy, Inc.

Faribault Energy Park, MMPA’s combined cycle generating facility, won a 2012 “Best of the
Best” Best Practices Award from Combined Cycle Journal for its innovative reverse osmosis
water system, demonstrating MMPA’s commitment to improving the performance,
environmental impact and cost effectiveness of its generating portfolio.
The Agency significantly expanded its Energy Education program in 2012, inaugurating a
tour event for fourth graders in MMPA member and project host communities. Approximately
1,250 students from 18 schools participated in this event in 2012.
We hope that you find this annual report informative and useful. We look forward to the
continued success of MMPA.

Sincerely,

Walter T. Wysopal

Derick O. Dahlen

Chairman, MMPA Board of Directors

Executive Manager, MMPA
President and CEO, Avant Energy, Inc.

Who We Are

reliable,
competitively priced
energy to its members and to create value
To provide

for both the Agency and its members

Our Mission
The Minnesota Municipal Power Agency (MMPA) is

The Agency’s members have a combined population

composed of eleven member municipal utilities in

of approximately 125,000 and provide power to nearly

the state of Minnesota. The Agency’s mission is to

60,000 residential, commercial, and industrial cus-

provide reliable, competitively priced power to its

tomers. Our members are growing—MMPA’s member

members and to create value for both the Agency

city population increased 2.6% compared to 0.8% for

and its members. MMPA accomplishes this by being

the state of Minnesota as a whole from 2000 to 2010.

well-managed, financially oriented, and innovative.

Two members also have contracts with the Western

In both its short and long-term decisions, MMPA

Area Power Administration (WAPA). The Agency’s

is focused on the objective of keeping rates to its

power sales contracts with members run through

members competitive. The Agency takes a long-term

October 2040.

approach to planning that includes developing a

In May 2013, the City of Elk River, Minnesota

number of resource options to give MMPA flexibility

requested membership in MMPA after reviewing a

in the uncertain electric utility industry.

number of power supply alternatives. Their request

Our Members

was approved by MMPA and Elk River will become

MMPA’s members are the cities of Anoka, Arlington,
Brownton, Buffalo, Chaska, East Grand Forks, Le Sueur,
North St. Paul, Olivia, Shakopee, and Winthrop.

the 12th member of the Agency. Elk River will begin
buying its wholesale power requirements from
MMPA on October 1, 2018.

Highlights of Our History
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Our Management
MMPA is managed by Avant Energy, Inc., an energy

Avant
1,600,000Management

management company based in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Avant has over 25 years of experience

1,400,000

and provides a wide range of services to the

1,200,000

Agency under a long-term contract, including

1,000,000

strategic management, day-to-day operations,

800,000

power plant development, energy trading, accounting

600,000

1,420,553
MWh

in megawatt hours

1,439,979
MWh

1,483,077
MWh

Joseph V. Fulliero
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planning and development of power plants is
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President and CEO
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Avant’s expertise in energy markets, power supply

2012

Derick O. Dahlen

400,000

and finance, and regulatory compliance.
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important to MMPA’s long-term success. Avant is
an innovator, pursuing forward-thinking solutions in
the areas of power generation, energy conservation
and renewable energy.
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Vice President,
BioPower
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Financial Highlights

Faribault Energy Park,
Steam Turbine Building

Average MMPA Rate to Members

Member Rates

in dollars per megawatt hour
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MMPA’s average rate to members in 2012 was

65.06
$/MWh

$65.06 per MWh, a 1.3% increase from 2011. The
Agency’s average rate was lower than that of a

40

comparable investor-owned utility, generation
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and transmission cooperative, and municipal

20

power agency in the state of Minnesota for the

10

year. MMPA’s strategic planning and financial
focus has resulted in the Agency’s rates being
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competitive with other local power supply
providers since its inception.

Rate Comparison
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Financial Highlights

MMPA’s financial strength
helps keep rates to members

stable and competitive.
Rate Stabilization Fund

Strong Cash Position

Debt
Service
Coverage
Ratio
At the end
of 2012,
the rate
stabilization
fund

MMPA’s cash position strengthened in 2012,

balance
was $21.5 million. This approach gives
1.25

with the Agency ending the year with more

1.25

the Agency the ability to set rates to members
1.20

than $33 million of unrestricted cash and cash

based on long-term energy price expectations.

equivalents. In 2012, MMPA had an increase

1.18stabilization
1.18 fund with
MMPA
maintains a rate
1.15

in unrestricted cash of more than $11 million

the goal of avoiding volatile price changes

during the year. The Agency’s cash balance at

1.10

to members.

the end of 2012 represented more than three

The
1.05Agency budgets an annual contribution to

months of operating expenses and interest

the rate stabilization fund and makes further
1.00

additions to2010
the fund as2011
financial results
2012 permit.

Year-Ending Rate
Stabilization Balance

25,000

in thousands of dollars

expense. MMPA also has a $5 million line of credit
with U.S. Bank that provides additional liquidity.
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Financial Highlights

Faribault Energy Park,
Heat Recovery Steam Generator

Debt Service Coverage

Forward-Looking Energy
Adjustment Clause

The Agency adopts a budget each year that

MMPA’s rates to members include a forward-

sets rates expected to provide a coverage ratio

looking energy adjustment clause (EAC). At the

in excess of the required amount. This financially

beginning of each month, the Agency projects

conservative approach gives MMPA the ability

costs for the month and sets rates based on

to withstand unexpected events without necessarily
having to increase rates to its members to
maintain debt service coverage. The Agency’s
debt service coverage ratio for 2012 was 1.18.
This is in excess of the coverage ratio of 1.15
that is required by MMPA’s bond indenture.

Debt Service Coverage Ratio
1.25
1.25
1.20
1.18

1.15

1.18

1.10
1.05

1.00
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25,000

Year-Ending Rate
Stabilization Balance

those expectations. Having a forward-looking
EAC helps MMPA maintain liquidity and a strong
financial position by keeping revenues and
expenses balanced without a time lag. Setting
rates on a monthly basis also allows MMPA to
maintain stable rates to members and to access
its rate stabilization fund quickly if necessary.

Electricity Supply

Framework
MMPA’s power supply framework includes both conventional and
renewable portfolios. The Agency examines its projected needs and has
developed portfolios of existing resources and resource options.
MMPA employs a total cost framework when
examining electricity resource supply alternatives
for the future. The Agency evaluates both the
fixed and variable costs of a potential resource,
as well as the amount of time a given resource
is expected to run on an annual basis. This
planning framework has been used in MMPA’s
Integrated Resource Plans approved by the
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission.
Like most other utilities in the Midwest, MMPA
purchases all of its load requirements from and
sells all of its generation output to the Midcontinent
Independent Transmission System Operator
(MISO). MMPA views its physical assets as caps

MMPA evaluates its
conventional and
renewable needs and
develops an integrated
portfolio of resources.
This approach gives
the Agency flexibility in
the dynamic electric
utility industry.

on market prices and also engages in hedging
activities to promote rate stability. The Agency
buys both natural gas and electricity in forward
markets to manage its market price risk.

Conventional
Resources

Renewable
Resources

Faribault Energy Park

Oak Glen Wind Farm

Minnesota River Station

Hometown WindPower

Silver Lake Plant

Renewable Energy Credits
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Electricity Supply

Conventional Resources
MMPA has developed a balanced portfolio of resources to meet its
conventional power supply needs. These resources include:

Faribault Energy Park

Minnesota River Station

The flagship of MMPA’s resource portfolio,

The Minnesota River Station (MRS) provides

Faribault Energy Park (FEP) is a 300 Megawatt

peaking power for the Agency. The Agency has

(MW) dual-fuel combined cycle power plant

a long-term lease with the City of Chaska for all

located in Faribault, Minnesota. The plant runs

of the output of MRS through 2031. The plant

primarily on natural gas but uses fuel oil as a

is located in and owned by the MMPA member

backup fuel source. In 2012, the plant won a

community of Chaska, Minnesota. MRS is a

Best Practices Award from Combined Cycle

49 MW simple cycle dual fuel plant that entered

Journal for its innovative design and imple-

service in 2001.

mentation of a reverse osmosis water system
that has reduced the plant’s operating cost
while improving performance.

MMPA also has a contract for 25 MW of Rochester
Public Utilities’ (RPU’s) coal-fired Silver Lake Plant.

FEP is integrated into the community by

This contract began in 1995 and expires in 2015.

providing education, recreation and aesthetic

The Agency also has a contract to market the

beauty. Students and residents are welcome to

entire output of this plant, located in downtown

tour the facility and are able to view the control

Rochester, to MISO, along with several other

room and the steam turbine from the observation

RPU resources.

room. Visitors are able to use the facility’s 35
acres of park-like wetlands as a recreation area,
view the educational displays and even drop a
fishing line into one of the ponds.
8

Silver Lake Plant
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Electricity Supply

Future Conventional
Resource Alternatives
With member demand increasing, MMPA is investigating several
conventional resource alternatives. The Agency’s focus is on efficient
projects that help MMPA manage risks related to energy pricing,
transmission, and environmental regulation. Resource alternatives
under consideration by the Agency include:
Distributed Generation

Upgrades to FEP

MMPA is planning to place distributed gener-

MMPA may have opportunities to expand the

ation in its member communities. Distributed

output of FEP. An expansion would provide

generation is electric generation which connects

additional capacity for the Agency with less

to local distribution systems rather than the

complex permitting requirements than a new

high-voltage transmission system. These facilities

facility would likely require.

would use natural gas, which the Agency
expects to remain a competitive fuel for
electric generation.
By interconnecting locally, MMPA avoids
transmission interconnection uncertainties.
In addition, distributed generation increases
the reliability of our member communities’
electric systems.

How Distributed Generation Provides Local Electricity

1

2

Distributed generation facility
generates electricity

Electricity is sent
over distribution lines

3
Local transformers
decrease voltage

4
Electricity is supplied to
local homes and businesses
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Electricity Supply

Renewable Resources
Our Approach
MMPA’s approach to meet the Minnesota Renewable Energy Standard (RES)
is to own assets that produce renewable energy and to also purchase Renewable
Energy Credits (RECs).
Oak Glen Wind Farm

Community Asset MMPA seeks to be a good

Oak Glen Wind Farm (OGWF) is a 44 MW

neighbor in our project host communities. One

wind project located near Blooming Prairie,

aspect of this approach is to have our generat-

Minnesota. The project has the capacity to

ing facilities be community assets. In the fall of

produce approximately 150,000 MWh of

2012, as part of the celebration of the one year

renewable energy annually.

anniversary of OGWF entering service, MMPA

$25.4 Million Grant In Spring 2012, OGWF
received a $25.4 million grant under the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

installed a gazebo in a Blooming Prairie park
that includes educational signage about
wind energy.

(ARRA). This grant was the result of an innovative financing approach that significantly
reduced the Agency’s cost of installing this
renewable facility.

Oak Glen Wind Farm (OGWF),
Blooming Prairie

10
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Electricity Supply

Minnesota Renewable
Energy Standard
Minnesota’s renewable energy
standard became effective in 2012,
requiring all utilities to supply 12% of
their energy from renewable resources.
The RES increases in 2016, 2020, and
2025. MMPA’s approach for renewable
resources is to maintain flexibility and
resource diversity.
Percent
Renewable
Requirement

12%

2012

17%

2016

20%

2020

25%

2025
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Committed to Being a Good Neighbor

Committed to Being
a Good Neighbor
Grand Opening

One Year Anniversary

In June 2012, over 300 members of the

In honor of the one year anniversary of Oak

Blooming Prairie community joined MMPA to

Glen Wind Farm, MMPA hosted a celebration for

celebrate the Grand Opening of the Oak Glen

Blooming Prairie Elementary School in October

Wind Farm facility at the Servicemen’s Club.

2012. Students were provided information about

The event included lunch, narrated tours of the

wind energy, mini turbines, and treats.

wind farm, children’s activities, live music and

MMPA installed an outdoor gazebo in

raffles for those in attendance.

Blooming Prairie’s Central Park. Educational
signage about wind energy was placed adjacent
to the gazebo as part of MMPA’s commitment
to energy education.

MMPA Chairman,
Wally Wysopal,
OGWF Grand
Opening

Students visit
OGWF Educational
Signage
Blooming Prairie
Community Members,
OGWF Grand Opening
OGWF
Outdoor Gazebo,
Central Park,
Blooming Prairie
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Electricity Supply

Renewable Resources

Hometown WindPower

Public Power Wind Award

In 2010, MMPA placed a 160 kW wind turbine in

MMPA was awarded the 2012 Public Power

each member community and at its Faribault

Wind Award by the Department of Energy. This

Energy Park facility. This innovative Hometown

award recognized the Agency’s leadership,

WindPower program made MMPA the first

innovation, project creativity, and benefits to

municipal power agency in the country to have

customers for its wind portfolio of Oak Glen

a wind turbine in each member community.

Wind Farm and Hometown WindPower.

These turbines are a resource to help
community members learn about the benefits
and operating characteristics of wind power.

Renewable Energy Credits
MMPA balances its physical renewable assets
with purchases of Renewable Energy Credits
(RECs) from many suppliers representing a
variety of generating technologies. These REC

MMPA was selected
over 13 other nominees
for the 2012 Public Power
Wind Awardfor Joint
Action Agencies

purchases help the Agency maintain flexibility
in meeting MMPA’s renewable energy
requirements for each year.

2012 MMPA Annual Report
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Electricity Supply

MMPA Is Constructing
an Innovative Resource
Hometown BioEnergy provides distributed generation and
renewable energy.
Hometown BioEnergy
MMPA is constructing an 8 MW bioenergy project

The Hometown BioEnergy facility will diversify

in Le Sueur, Minnesota—an MMPA member

MMPA’s renewable portfolio and provide dis-

community. This project will use anaerobic

patchable, on-peak renewable energy. It will

digestion technology to produce biogas from

also enhance local reliability in Le Sueur.

agricultural wastes. The biogas will then be burned

Construction began in December 2012 and

in reciprocating engines to produce electricity.

the facility is expected to be operational by
the end of 2013.

Hometown BioEnergy,
Le Sueur, Minnesota.
Section Elevation Rendering

Hometown BioEnergy,
Construction Progress
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Transmission & Conservation

Transmission
MMPA purchases transmission service from

Transmission is currently the fastest-growing

Xcel Energy and the Midcontinent Independent

component of MMPA’s cost structure. As a result,

Transmission System Operator. Beginning in

MMPA is exploring transmission ownership

2016, all of MMPA’s transmission purchases

as a hedge against future transmission cost

are expected to be from MISO.

increases. In early 2013, MMPA was approved
as a transmission-owning member of MISO.

Conservation
MMPA is pursuing conservation activities,

The Agency also continued its focus on conser-

including investments in energy efficiency and

vation programs that serve low-income customers.

demand side management. Conservation can
help a utility defer investment in new generating assets or additional power purchases.

MMPA promotes the use of ground source heat
pumps (GSHPs) in its member communities
through its Hometown GeoPower Program.

MMPA’s 2012 conservation program achieved

MMPA provides development assistance to

kWh savings of 1.4% of average retail sales.

building owners interested in adopting GSHP

Through lighting retrofits, energy audits, custom

technology to lower energy costs for heating

commercial and industrial projects, and other

and cooling buildings. GSHPs are 3 to 5 times

programs, MMPA’s conservation offerings put

more efficient than conventional systems for

money back into member communities and

building heating and a 1.2 to 1.5 times more

help support economic development. One

efficient for cooling.

highlight of the Agency’s 2012 conservation
program was the installation of variable frequency drives in a data center in one member
community. This program provided significant
energy and financial savings to the data center.

A 54 unit affordable senior housing facility is
being constructed in Chaska that will utilize
GSHPs as the primary heating and cooling
source for the building through the Hometown
GeoPower program.

2012 MMPA Annual Report
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Energy Education

MMPA Supports Energy Education
in the Communities We Serve
MMPA’s Energy Education Program demonstrates the Agency’s
commitment to provide educational resources about energy for
schools in its member communities and project host communities.
In 2012, MMPA expanded its Energy Education

MMPA hosted community schools for the

program to include the Tour Event at Faribault

Energy Education Tour Event. MMPA supplied

Energy Park (FEP). The Tour Event introduced

pre-tour workbooks, transportation and lunch

students to the concept of energy and energy

for the Event. This provided the opportunity for

sources, and how a power plant, such as FEP,

students to visit Faribault Energy Park’s “work-

generates electricity and provides power to

ing classroom.” While at FEP, students viewed

their homes.

a natural gas turbine, a heat recovery steam

During the month of May, approximately 1,250

generator and steam turbine. In addition, they

students from 18 schools attended the Tour Event

saw an operating wind turbine up close and

at FEP. Eight of the eleven member communities

learned about alternative energy sources.

participated: Anoka, Arlington, Buffalo, Chaska,
Le Sueur, North St. Paul, Olivia and Shakopee.
Students from the project host community of
Faribault attended as well.

Students get an example of
wind energy from their own
“mini” wind turbines in the
form of pinwheels

Students demonstrate
the conversion of potential
to kinetic energy
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Energy Education

Program Highlights
• MMPA’s Energy Education program was launched
in 2010 as an online resource.

• The program includes educational resources about
a variety of generating technologies and fuels.
These resources are provided to teachers along
with an overview of the energy industry, including
information about how energy is generated, transmitted, and delivered to customers.

• In 2012 MMPA expanded the program to host over
1,250 students from MMPA communities at the
Energy Education Tour Event.

• MMPA’s Energy Education Tour Event is designed to
fit into Minnesota’s 4th grade science standards
and offers on-site educational tours. Faribault
Energy Park’s “Working Classroom,” designed in
the observation room, hosts exhibits and provides
views of the control room and steam turbine.

• In support of MMPA’s Hometown WindPower
program, MMPA created online wind energy
education resources. These resources include:
live turbine information, historical and current MISO
Plant Manager, Bob Burchfield,
introduces the concept of
electricity to students

wind energy generation data, a current wind map,
lesson plans and traveling turbine kits. Educational
signage is also located at the base of each
Hometown WindPower turbine.
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Minnesota Municipal Power Agency

Statements of Net Position
		

December 31
2012

December 31
2011

Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
$ 33,442,632
Restricted cash and cash equivalents		5,039,754
Grant receivable		24,299
Accrued interest receivable		210,934
Power sales receivables		8,282,040
Other receivable		899,494
Fuel inventory		494,027
Plant inventory—spares		1,406,814
Prepaid expenses		550,418

21,949,935
5,345,034
65,887
211,991
7,912,709
—
378,978
952,225
628,290

			

37,445,049

Assets

Total current assets		50,350,412

Noncurrent assets:
Capital assets:
		Equipment		661,394
		
Capital lease asset		29,080,531
		Land
		1,140,665
		Electric plant		262,036,603
		
Rotable combustion turbine parts		6,063,531
		
Less accumulated depreciation		(53,885,376)

649,670
—
822,655
285,307,557
6,063,531
(33,146,590)

			
Property and equipment, net		245,097,348
		
Construction in progress		12,745,248

259,696,823
7,699,559

			

Total capital assets, net		257,842,596

267,396,382

Restricted cash and cash equivalents		11,761,080
Restricted investments		19,945,133
Prepaid expenses		622,653
Future recoverable costs		25,649,748

17,253,810
20,518,277
653,359
16,205,562

Total noncurrent assets		315,821,210

322,027,390

			 Total assets		366,171,622
Deferred outflows of resources		98,140

359,472,439
475,300

$ 366,269,762

359,947,739

Liabilities:
Current liabilities:
		
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
$ 19,005,496
		Retainage payable		—
		
Accrued interest payable		3,233,586
		
Long-term debt due within one year		6,333,333
		
Capital lease liability due within one year		727,359
		Derivative instruments—futures		98,140

14,825,920
1,775,477
3,560,496
6,118,333
—
475,300

			

Total current liabilities		29,397,914

26,755,526

Long-term debt, net		257,859,891
Capital lease liability
22,363,637

291,743,748
—

			

			

Total assets and deferred outflows of resources

Liabilities and Net Position

Total noncurrent liabilities		280,223,528

291,743,748

			 Total liabilities		309,621,442
Deferred inflows of resources—rate stabilization
21,500,000

318,499,274
11,500,000

			

			

Total liabilities and deferred inflows of resources		331,121,442

329,999,274

Net position:
Net investment in capital assets		8,010,528
Restricted for debt service		5,143,346
Unrestricted		21,994,446

6,618,366
6,695,254
16,634,845

			

29,948,465

Total net position		35,148,320

			
Total liabilities and deferred inflows of resources
				
and net position
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$ 366,269,762

359,947,739

Minnesota Municipal Power Agency

Statements of Revenues, Expenses,
and Changes in Net Position
		
		

Year ended
December 31

Operating revenues:
Power sales to members
Power sales to nonmembers

$ 96,857,967
4,258,371

93,047,049
4,047,012

		

2012

Year ended
December 31

2011

Total operating revenues		101,116,338

97,094,061

Operating expenses:
Power acquisition expense		49,324,302
Transmission		9,329,735
Other operating expenses		17,741,244
Depreciation		10,399,042

56,706,246
8,563,612
14,444,617
7,407,441

Total operating expenses		 86,794,323

87,121,916

			 Operating income		14,322,015

9,972,145

			

			

Nonoperating revenues (expenses):			
Amortization of premium on long-term debt, net		197,631
Interest expense		(14,999,756)
Investment income		923,752
Loss on disposition of property
—
Gain on sale of investments
317
Gain on bond retirement
242,696
Grant Revenue
25,409

305,322
(10,660,618)
889,738
(148,590)
—
—
580,138

Total nonoperating expenses, net		(13,609,951)

(9,034,010)

			
Change in net position before
				
future recoverable costs		712,064
Future recoverable costs		4,487,791

938,135
3,057,242

			
Change in net position		5,199,855
Total net assets, beginning of year		 29,948,465

3,995,377
25,953,088

$ 35,148,320

29,948,465

			

Total net assets, end of year

Visit www.mmpa.org to see complete audited
financial statements and learn more about MMPA.
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MMPA Board of Directors

MMPA is governed by a Board of
Directors. The Board is responsible

MMPA
Executive Board

for setting policy, for approving
investments in new plants, and
for overseeing management.
Each MMPA member has a
representative on MMPA’s Board

Le Sueur

Steve Schmidt

Tom Tellijohn

Councilman

Councilman

Ed Evans*

Greg Drent*

Utility Advisory
Board Member

Electric Director

Arlington

and an alternate representative.
Walter Wysopal

Each member community

Anoka

Chairman

Matthew Jaunich
City Administrator

Lisa Tesch*

North St. Paul
Walter Wysopal
City Manager

Brian Frandle*

Deputy Clerk

Director of
Electric Utilities

on MMPA’s Board of Directors.

Brownton

Olivia

The board shapes strategy

Jay Werner

Dan Coughlin

Mayor

City Administrator

and makes important policy

Cindy Lindeman*

Suzanne Hilgert*

decisions on energy for its

City Clerk/Treasurer

Mayor

Buffalo

Shakopee

Merton Auger

John Crooks

City Administrator

Utilities Manager

Joseph Steffel*

Bryan McGowan*

Utilities Director

Utilities Commissioner

benefits through representation

member communities.

Matt Podhradsky
Vice Chairman

Chaska

Winthrop

Dan Boyce

Matt Podhradsky

Peter Machaiek

Secretary

City Administrator

Alderman

Dan Geiger*

Mark Erickson*

Electrical Director

City Administrator

East Grand Forks

* Alternate

Dan Boyce
General Manager

John Crooks
Treasurer
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Scott Gravseth*
Electric Utility Manager

The Minnesota Municipal
Power Agency supplies the
electricity needs of its eleven
Minnesota members.

East Grand Forks

the power

of your hometown
Buffalo

Brownton

Anoka
Winthrop

Shakopee

Olivia
North St. Paul

Chaska
Arlington
Le Sueur

125,000
59,849

MMPA Member City Population
(2010, U.S. Census)

Total Retail Customers Served
(2012)

Minnesota Municipal Power Agency
220 South Sixth Street, Suite 1300
Minneapolis, MN 55402

612.349.6868
www.mmpa.org

